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EZ Exit Interview.com 
 

Turnover Report - 2018 
 

Executive Summary 
 
The inaugural EZEI Turnover Report doesn’t reveal any groundbreaking trends in the current 
employment environment.  What it does do is confirm that hiring and retention continue to be 
about executing the fundamentals:  smarter hiring and better management lead to less turnover 
and, more importantly, better bottom lines.  The data’s message is clear:  Businesses are 
hemorrhaging employees at an alarming rate – almost half (44%) within their first 90 days and 
over 80% before the end of the first year.  Reducing the attrition won’t be easy. 
 
“It’s the (Full Employment) Economy Stupid.” 
 
“Supply and Demand” doesn’t apply to pricing only.  When “Demand” (Employers) exceeds 
“Supply” (Applicants), the balance of power shifts dramatically.  The ratio of resignations to 
discharges was an average of 82/18 although, in some companies, it was 90/10. Employees’ 
tolerance for “abuse” i.e. unmet expectations, broken commitments, verbal abuse, etc., is low 
generally but, with more options available and competition for employees greater, it is much 
easier for them to find more suitable working conditions. 
 
And it’s not just about compensation.  Only 14% of Respondents said they resigned for “better 
pay, hours and/or benefits” while 59% were dissatisfied with “job/company/management”.  More 
specifically, they didn’t like how they were treated by Managers and/or Co-Workers – a combined 
41.82% of Respondents resigned because they were “dissatisfied”.  A review of the “Other” 
comments, which were actually complaints about their managers, increases that number to 
almost 60%. 
 
Crisis Hiring is Alive and Well 
 
While reviewing one Client’s reports, one manager’s name continued to appear in the comments.  
We’ll call her “Mary”.  The comments were neither kind nor complimentary.  A closer look 
revealed her location’s turnover was greater disproportionately to their other locations to the 
extent she was losing 25% of her staff each month.  Clearly, Mary’s time at work was spent, 
almost exclusively, hiring, training and replacing her staff instead of managing the business. 
 
And Mary’s situation isn’t unique.  When over 80% of the headcount is leaving within the first 
year, the manager’s focus isn’t profitability – it’s staffing.  The old hiring joke, “Can you fog a 
mirror?”, becomes reality and worse:  the benchmark for hiring.    
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“People don’t quit jobs. They quit Managers” 
 
There’s an old adage:  The most surprising data point was the response to “would you re-apply?” 
from employees who’d been discharged.  Prior to answering that question, these questions were 
answered with a resounding “No”: 
 

• Were the reasons for your discharge fully explained? 
• Were you aware the Manager was unhappy with your performance prior to your being 

dismissed? 
• Do you believe you were treated fairly? 

 
To the questions “would you re-apply?”, over half (51.6%) said, “yes – I’d re-apply”.  Fascinating.    
 
There were caveats of course.  “I’m not working with (manager) again”, “I’d need 40 hours”, etc., 
but it validated the old axiom: They like what they do but not necessarily with whom or where 
they do it. 
 
Where do we go from here? 
 
You’ve asked your employees why they left and they’re telling you - loudly and clearly. 
 
It’s relatively easy to identify the problems the data illustrates.  We all know the challenges of 
hiring, training and retaining good people. The current hiring environment is neither new nor 
unique but, that said, business owners have no choice but to function in it.  Since turnover isn’t 
going away and improvement will be achieved incrementally at best, it makes sense to use the 
EZEI data as a “post mortem” review of not only your hiring process but also your company’s 
culture. 
 
                                  
 


